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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
The industrial arts curriculum in Iowa high schools has undergone
changes brought about by modern trends in technology. Early programs
in Industrial arts consisted of only two or three areas: woodworking,
drafting and metals. Vast technological advances, as well as changing
industrial methods have necessitated the expansion of the industrial
arts program. Among the areas of learning that now occupy an Important
place in industry and which are increasingly being offered in Industrial
arts is electricity-electronics. Many schools are introducing electrlc-
ity-electronics and existing programs are being expanded. It is likely
that more and more industrial arts teachers will teach electricity-
electronics in the years ahead.
Industrial arts may be defined as "that portion of general education
devoted to understanding and solving the technical and human problems
brought about by industrlalzatlon and technological advancement In our
society" (5, p.l). In recent years there has been a growing tendency to
relate industrial arts to occupational preparation. Many people are be
ginning to regard Industrial arts not just as a part of general education
but also as an education that may later be of value In getting a job,
Suess (9, p,50) points out that "industrial arts teachers who once proudly
claimed that they were teaching for general education goals have begun
talking about the occupational importance of their subjects," Evans
(3, p.38) believes that this change is due to societal pressures. He
states "Most of the changed emphasis in industrial arts is a reflection
of changes in popular views of our national goals. Many people now feel
that rising youth unemployment Is more critical for our society than
worthy use of leisure time," The changed attitude towards industrial
arts has naturally affected the industrial arts high school curriculum.
This raises the question of whether the industrial arts teacher has re
ceived sufficient preparation to enable him to play the new role re
quired of him, particularly in the area of electricity-electronics which
is relatively new and continually expanding.
Purpose of this Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the technical content
taught in industrial arts electricity-electronics programs In Iowa high
schools as well as the teacher's educational background and technical
competency. It Is believed that this information would be of value to
Industrial arts teacher education departments in planning their programs
to ensure that the teacher is more adequately prepared for teaching this
important area of knowledge.
The specific objectives of the study were:
1. to obtain general Information about the age, number of years
of teaching experience, college attended and industrial ex
perience of Industrial arts electricity-electronics teachers,
2. to ascertain the various topics taught in electricity-electronics
In Iowa high schools.
3. to discover what topics teachers of electricity-electronics
consider important and why some apparently important topics are
not being taught.
k, to find out to what extent teachers of electricity-electronics
consider their training In college an adequate preparation for
teaching the technical areas they now teach,
5. to have each teacher rate himself on his present level of
technical competency in relation to the courses he now teaches.
Delimitations and Assumptions of Study
This study was limited to industrial arts teachers who teach elec
tricity-electronics in Iowa high schools. The data for this study were
gathered by means of a mailed questionnaire. It was assumed that:
1. electricity-electronics Is an Important industrial arts subject
and deserves more emphasis in the preparation of industrial
arts teachers.
2, information on what Industrial arts teachers of electricity-
electronics actually teach and what they consider important
would be of value to Industrial arts teacher education depart
ment who might use It to improve their own curricula.
Definitions of Terms Used
High School: High school as used In this study includes both junior
high schools and senior high schools from grade 7 through 12.
Average dally attendance; This is often referred to as A.D.A. It
Is the average number of students in school each day.
Electricity-electronics teachers: A teacher who teaches one or
more courses in either electricity or electronics.
CHAPTER 11. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Several studies have been completed on Iowa industrial arts programs
but relatively few have dealt specifically with electricity-electronics.
Fox (4) conducted a study in I96I to determine whether electricity is
receiving due emphasis in Iowa high schools. His study did not include
electronics and was confined to senior high schools. Fox prepared a
questionnaire and sent it out to 3^ senior high schools each having an
enrollment of 100 or more pupils. Two hundred and forty-nine question
naires, representing 72 percent were returned. Out of the 2kS schools
which returned questionnaires, 82 were found to be teaching electricity.
More schools taught electricity at the ninth grade level than at the tenth,
eleventh or twelfth grades. Most of the schools taught electricity in
a general shop, and more than half of those teaching electricity felt
their programs were inadequate. Fox found out that most of the programs
in electricity had existed for four years or less indicating that the
move towards a great interest in electricity had only just started.
Using a check list consisting of 18 major topics. Fox found that intro
duction to electricity, magnetism, DC currents, and practical application
were the most frequently taught items. On the other hand inductance and
inductors, transformers, capacitance and capacitors, alternating current,
AC measurement, reactance, impedance, resonance, DC generators and AC
motors were the least often taught.
Miller (6) conducted a study of industrial arts education courses
offered in Iowa high schoois in 196^-65# The source of his data was
the Department of Public Instruction annual reports titled "Data on Iowa
Schools," He found out that 56 school districts offered electricity-
electronics I, nine school districts offered electricity-electronics II,
four school districts offered electricity-electronics 111^ and only one
school district offered electricity-electronics IV. Total enrollment
in electricity-electronics I was 1,577 while total enrollment in electric
ity-electronics IV was 15.
The figures for woodwork were woodworking 1,2^1 school districts,
woodworking II, 191 school districts, woodworking 111,66 school districts,
and woodworking IV,24 school districts. The number of school districts
offering metalworking was less than that for woodworking but greater
than that for electricity-electronics. Total enrollment was 7,^17 for
woodworking I, 3>^3 for metalwork 1, 7j604 for drafting 1 and 1,060
for power mechanics I. The figures given were for the public four year
high school districts. The percentage of students enrolled in industrial
arts out of total enrollment was woodworking 7*0 percent, metalworking
2,5 percent, drafting 6.5 percent, electricity-electronics 1.5 percent
and power mechanics 0.7 percent.
Between I966 and I971 Anderson (1), Schnirring (8), Patch (7) and
Buegel (2) each made a study of industrial arts programs in selected
Iowa counties. Each study dealt with the entire industrial arts program
but some important findings regarding electricity-electronics were made,
Anderson (1), in 1966, conducted a survey of industrial arts programs
in nine northwest Iowa counties. The counties studied were Osceoia,
Dickinson, Emmet, O'Brien, Clay, Palo Alto, Cherokee, Buena Vista and
Pocahontas, He found that while 73.91 percent of the schools surveyed
offered wood shop and 47.83 percent drafting, only 26,09 percent offered
electricity and no school offered electronics. The total enrollment In
electricity was 127 and this represented 3.63 percent of total industrial
arts enrolIment.
Schnirring (8) completed a survey of the counties of Guthrie,
Audubon, Shelby, Crawford, Carroll, Greene, Calhoun, Sac and Ida In 196?.
While all the schools surveyed were offering wood shop and drafting,
only 2k schools or 65.85 percent were offering electricity. This is
much higher than the 26.09 obtained by Anderson in his own study. Two
schools (4.88 percent) In Schnirrlng's study were offering electronics.
Sixteen of the 24 schools offering electricity had an Industrial arts
enrollment between 51 and 100 pupils. Electricity was usually taught
only for a very short period. Total enrollment In electricity was 811
or 27.02 percent of total industrial arts enrollment In the area surveyed.
Patch (7) surveyed the industrial arts program of the counties of
Adair, Clarke, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, Marlon, Monroe, Union and Warren.
He examined the course offerings, physical facilities, money spent on
programs, and Instructor training and experience. Electricity was offered
In 15 out of 24 schools surveyed. This represents 62.5 percent. Seven
schools (29.2 percent) offered electronics. Wood work and drafting were
offered in all schools surveyed by Patch. Enrollment In electricity was
found to be 678 or 19,6 percent. The course In electricity lasted an
average of 19.5 weeks and that in electronics lasted 20.1 weeks. Drafting
and woodwork lasted longer; they had an average of 53»5 weeks and ^7.8
weeks respectively,
Buegel (2) investigated industrial arts programs in ten central
Iowa counties in 1971. The counties surveyed were Boone, Dallas, Polk,
Story, Marshall, Jasper, Tama, Poweshiek, Benton and Iowa, He excluded
metropolitan systems which had more than two industrial arts teachers In
one department.
Buegel found 33 schools (kS,2 percent) offering electricity and
eight schools (1U9 percent) offering electronics. Sixty-four schools
offered wood shop and all the 67 schools surveyed offered drafting. The
number of schools offering general metals and power mechanics were 44
and 38 respectively. The total enrolIment In electricity was 1,672,
This is much smaller than 4,182 enrollment in wood shop and 3^679 In
drafting. The course in electricity lasted an average of 20.3 weeks while
wood shop and drafting had 46»9 and 37.4 weeks respectively. Fifteen
schools indicated a desire to add electricity to their program.
The above review of literature has served to indicate the emphasis
on electricity-electronics relative to other major industrial arts areas.
In general, more schools offered woodwork, drafting and metal work, than
electricity. The Importance of power mechanics varied but In most cases
It ranked lower than electricity-electronics. Electronics was offered
considerably less often than electricity. Anderson (1) found no schools
teaching electronics while Schnirring (8) found only two schools.
CHAPTER III. METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The data for this study were gathered from electricity and electron
ics teachers in Iowa high schools by means of a mailed questionnaire. The
questionnaire had two sections. Section one was designed to elicit from
the teachers general information about their college preparation, their
teaching and Industrial experience, and their assessment of their present
level of technical competency. Section one also sought to obtain general
information about the school in which the electricity-electronics teacher
teaches, such as average daily attendance, other Industrial arts courses
offered in addition to electricity-electronics, and the grades in which
electricity-electronics Is taught.
Section two aimed at obtaining Information about the actual topics
taught In electricity-electronics. A total of fifty-nine topics were
presented and responding teachers were required to (I) indicate whether
each Item is taught or not taught, (II) rate each Item as essential,
desirable or unimportant, (ill) indicate the reason why any item which
Is rated essential or desirable is not being taught.
An Inltial copy of the questionnaire was devf^loped after consulting
"Industrial Arts for Iowa Schools" (5) - an Industrial arts curriculum
guide published by the State of Iowa Department of Public Instruction,
and a number of textbooks on electricity and electronics. The draft
questionnaire was sent to two electricity-electronics high school teachers
and two electricity-electronics faculty members of the Department of
Industrial Education, Iowa State University. These people made some
suggestions which were Incorporated In the final questionnaire.
Amailing list of 203 electricity-electronics teachers in Iowa high
schools was obtained from the State of Iowa Department of Public instruc
tion, The revised questionnaire was sent to each teacher with a cover
letter explaining the purpose of the study and requesting the teacher to
complete and return the questionnaire. A stamped self-addressed return
envelope was enclosed to facilitate early return. After three weeks a
total of 150 questionnaires out of 203 sent out had been returned. This
represented Jk percent return. A follow up letter together with a second
copy of the questionnaire was mailed to the teachers who had not yet re
turned their questionnaires. Thirty more questionnaires were returned
bringing the total number returned to I80 or 79 percent. The data ob
tained from the questionnaires were then coded and summarized.
CHAPTER IV. FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to determine the technical content
taught In industrial arts electricity-electronics in Iowa high schools
as well as the teachers educational background and technical competency.
The findings will be of interest to industrial arts teacher education
departments who might like to review their programs to ensure that the
industrial arts teacher is more adequately prepared to teach electricity-
electronics in view of its growing importance.
These findings fall into two main sections: (i) general findings
about electricity-electronics teachers and industrial arts programs in
Iowa high schools, (ii) findings about specific technical topics taught
by electricity-electronics teachers. The data presented here were ob
tained from 180 out of 203 electricity-electronics teachers in Iowa high
schools. These 180 electricity-electronics teachers teach in 172 high
schools out of a total of 191 high schools offering electricity-electronic,
in the state of Iowa.
General Findings
Table 1 shows the age distribution of I80 electricity-electronics
teachers. The largest number, 87, representing 48.33 percent are between
the ages 25 and 3^. Only 20 or 11,11 percent are below twenty-five years
of age. Five electricity-electronics teachers are fifty-five years or
over.
11
Table 1. Age distribution of electricity-electronics teachers
Age (years) Number Percentage
Under 25 20 11J1
25 - 34 87 'ts.ss
35 - ^ 47 26. H
45 - 54 21 11.67
55 and Over 5 2,78
Total 180 100
Table 2 shows the number of years of teaching experience of elec-
trrcity-electronics teachers. Almost one out of every three teachers
has had less than five years of teaching experience. 28,89 percent
have had five to nine years of teaching experience and 16 teachers or
8,89 percent have had twenty or more years of teaching experience.
Table 2, Years of teaching experience
Experience (years) Number Percentage
Less than 5 56 31.il
5-9 52 28089
10 - 14 kS 25.00
15 - 19 11 6.11
20 or more 16 8.89
Total 180 100
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Table 3. Number of years since graduation from college
Years since graduation Number Percentage
Less than five 55 30,56
5-9 53 29,Vt
10 - 15 39 21.67
15 - 19 16 8.89
20 or more 17 SAk
Total 180 100
Fifty-five electricity-electronics teachers obtained their bachelors
degree less than five years ago. Fifty-three graduated from college be
tween five and nine years ago and seventeen left their respective colleges
20 or more years ago. Forty percent of electricity-electronics teachers
graduated from college ten or more years ago.
Table 4 gives a list of colleges in which electricity-electronics
teachers obtained their bachelors degree and the number of teachers who
graduated from each institution. The greatest number of teachers gradu
ated from the University of Northern Iowa. The graduates of the Univer
sity of Northern Iowa represent almost twenty-five percent of all elec
tricity-electronics teachers. Iowa State University came second with 29
teachers (16.11 percent). Two Missouri Universities; The Northeast
Missouri State University and The Northwest Missouri State Univeristy
each contributed 17 teachers (9«^ percent). Fourteen teachers gradu
ated from Westmar College, Iowa, and twelve teachers from Wayne State
13
College, Nebraska. In all, 102 out of I80 electricity-electronics teach
ers obtained their bachelor's degree from Iowa colleges. Seventy-eight
obtained their degree from outside the state of Iowa, mainly from
Missouri, Nebraska and Minnesota.
Table k. Colleges from which electricity-electronics teachers obtained
their bachelor's degrees
Col 1ege Number Percentage
University of Northern Iowa kl 23.33
Iowa State University 29 16.11
Northeast Missouri State University 17 9.44
Northwest Missouri State University 17 9.44
Westmar College, Iowa 14 7.78
Wayne State College, Nebraska 12 6.67
Winona State College, Minnesota 5 2.78
Mankato State College, Minnesota 4 2,22
Nebraska State College k 2.22
Western Illinois University 3 1.67
Simpson College, Iowa 3 1.67
Other Iowa Colleges 14 7.78
Other out of State Colleges 16 8.89
Total from Iowa Colleges 102 56.67
Total from out of State Colleges 78 43.33
Grand Total 180 100
Tables 5 to 9 provide pertinent information on Iowa high schools
offering courses in electricity-electronics. The average daily attendance
]k
of such schools are shown in Table 5« It can be seen that about half
the total number of schools have an average daily attendance of 449 or
less. There are 18 schools with A.D.A, between 450 and 59$s 28 schools
with A.D.A. between 600 and 749j and 39 schools with A.D.A, of 750 or
over. The bigger schools usually have greater number of pupils enrolled
in electricity-electronics than the smaller schools (Table 6)» The
average enrollment in electricity-electronics in schools with A.DoA. less
than 300 is I6.O8, This rises to 73>.95 in schools with AoD.A, of 750 or
over. However, schools In the 450 to 599 category were found to have a
higher average enrollment (50«89) in electricity-electronics than schools
in the 6OO to 749 category (45.25).
Electricity-electronics Is taught In each of grades 7 to 12. But
while 127 schools (73.84 percent) teach electricity-electronics In grade
12, and 124 schools (72,09 percent) teach It In grade 11, only four
schools (2,33 percent) teach electricity-electronics in grade 7. Many
more schools teach electricity-electronics in the higher grades than In
the lower grades. Most of the schools surveyed offer electrlclty-elec-
tronlcs In more than one grade level. Some schools offer only one course
in electricity-electronics to which pupils In grades 10, 11 and 12 are
admltted.
Schools offering courses in electricity-electronics also tended to
offer courses in many other industrial arts areas. Table 8 shows the
Industrial arts areas most commonly offered by schools offering electric
ity-electronics. Drafting Is offered by I69 out of a total of 172
15
Table 5. Average daily attendance in schools offering electricity-
electronics
A.D.A, Number of schools Percentage
Less than 300 48 27.91
300 - 449 39 22.67
450 - 599 18 10.47
600 - 749 28 16,28
750 or over 39 22.67
Total 172 100
Table 6, Average
for each
number of pupils enrolled in electricity-electronics
size of school
A.D.A. Number of schools Total
enrolIment
Average
enrolIment
Less than 300 48 772 16,08
300 - 449 39 1004 2S.T*
450 - 599 18 916 50.89
600 - 749 28 1267 '♦5.25
750 or over 39 2884 73.95
Total 172 6843
16
Table 7. Grades in which industrial arts electricity-electronics is
taught
Grades Number of Schools Percentage
7 4 2.33
8 2k 13.95
9 43 20,00
10 94 54.65
11 124 72.09
12 127 73.84
Table 8, Other industrial arts courses offered by schools teaching
electrici ty-electronics
Industrial Arts Course Number of Schools percentage
Drafting 169 98.26
Wood work 162 9^.19
Metal work 162 9^.19
Auto mechanics 126 73.26
Building construction 73 42.44
PIast i cs 45 26,16
Graphic arts 18 10.47
Power mechanics 14 18.14
Small engines 12 6.98
Weid1ng 12 6.98
Crafts 11 6.40
Machine shop 6 3.49
Leather work 5 2.91
Girls home mechanics 5 2.91
Auto electrt clty 4 2.33
17
schools. Wood work and metal work are each taught in 162 schools. Other
industrial arts area are taught by fewer number of schools. Auto mechan
ics is taught In 126 schools and building construction and repair In
73 schools. On the average,schools offering electricity-electronics had
courses in four other industrial arts areas.
Table 9 gives the frequency distribution, by college attended, of
the number of years since electricity-electronics teachers graduated
from college. This table should be used in conjunction with Table 10
which gives electricity-electronics rating of their college preparation
in relation to the courses they now teach, A knowledge of the number
of years since Industrial arts electricity-electronics teachers left
their respective colleges might be of use In assessing their rating of
their college preparation.
Tables 9 and 10 do not Include all electricity-electronics teachers
but only those teachers who attended the eleven institutions with the
highest number of graduates. In Table 9 the age bracket with the highest
number of graduates for each institution is underscored.
Table 10 gives the teacher's own rating of his college preparation.
A five point rating scale was used. The rating that occurred most often
Is underscored for each institution. The mean rating for the six insti
tutions having the largest number of graduates is given. In general, the
rating Is very low and averages between inadequate and fairly adequate.
Electricity-electronics teachers were asked to give the number of
years of industrial experience which they have had. Table 11 summarizes
the responses obtained. It was observed that 26,11 percent have had no
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Table 10. Rating of college preparation by electricity-electronics
teachers in relation to courses now taught
College attended
0 1
Rating
2 3 k
Mean
University of Northern Iowa 11 \k 13 k 0 1.24
Iowa State University 8 6 7 8 0 1.52
Northeast Missouri State University 3 6 7 0 I 1.41
Northwest Missouri State University 5 7 5 0 0 1.00
Westmar College 2 5 k 3 0 1.57
Wayne State College 3 6 3 0 0 1,00
Winona State College 1 2 1 0 1
Mankato State College 2 1 1 0 0
Nebraska State College 0 0 k 0 0
Western Illinois University 0 0 2 I 0
Simpson College 1 I 0 0 1
Total 36 48 47 16 3
Rating Scale
0 - Very inadequate
1 - Inadequate
2 « Fairly adequate
3 - Quite adequate
k - Extremely adequate
20
Table 11, Industrial experience of electricity-electronics teachers
Length of industrial experience Number Percentage
No industrial experience ^7 26,11
Less than 1 year 33 18.33
1 - k years 74 41.11
5-9 years 17 9.44
10 years or over 9 5-00
Total 180 100
industrial experience whatsoever, 18,33 percent have had less than one
year of industrial experience and 4l.ll percent have had between one and
four years industrial experience. It was further observed that 9®^ per
cent have had five to nine years industrial experience while 5.00 percent
have had ten years or more of industrial experience.
Those who have had some industrial experience were than asked to
indicate to what extent their industrial experience contributed to their
knowledge of electricity-electronics. It was found that the longer the
period of industrial experience the greater the contribution such experi
ence was perceived to have been made, by the respondent. This is shown in
Table 12, The rating most often given for each length of industrial ex
perience category is underscored. Over two fifths {kk,kk percent) of those
who have had less than one year of industrial experience found it made no
contribution to their knowledge of electricity-electronics. On the other
hand 66.6/ percent of those who have had ten or more years of industrial
experience found it made a very great contribution.
21
Table 12. Contribution of industrial experience by length of industrial
experi ence
Length of industrial experience Rating of contribution
0123 Mean
Less than 1 year 14 8 9 2 0.97
1 - 4 years 20 15 29 10 1.39
5-9 years 2 2 8 5
10 years or over 0 1 2 6 2.56
Total 36 26 48 23
Rating Scale
0 - No contribution
1 - Very little contribution
2 - Some contribution
3 - Very great contribution
Table 13 shows further training courses which electricity-electronics
teachers have taken since they obtained their bachelors degree. It can
be observed that 47.22 percent, including predominantly the recent gradu
ates, have had no further training. Twenty percent have taken some college
courses, 6.67 percent have had some industrial training and 23.89 percent
have had some work shop courses. A total of 34 teachers (18.89 percent)
have taken some other courses not mentioned above. These courses were
mostly correspondence courses.
Electricity-electronics teachers were asked to rate themselves on
their present level of technical competency in the courses they teach.
22
Table 13» Further training of electricity-electronics teachers
Type of training Number of teachers Percentage
No training 85 47.22
College courses 36 20,00
1ndustri al trai nlng 12 6.67
Work shop courses 43 23.89
Others 34 18.89
Total 180 100
Table l4 summarizes the responses obtained. Three teachers did not
respond to the question. Of those samples, 41.11 percent felt they had
some competency and 45.5^ percent felt they had much competency. Nine
teachers rated themselves as having little competency and twelve teachers
(6.67 percent) felt they had very great competency.
Table l4« Electricity-electronics teachers rating of their present leve
of technical competency
Competency level Number Percentage
No response 3 1»67
Little competency 9 5.00
Some competency 7^ 41.11
Much competency 82 45.56
Very great ccwnpetency 12 6,67
Total 180 100
23
Technical Content Taught in
Electricity-Electronics Programs
In Section II of the questionnaire electricity-electronics teachers
were given a list of fifty-nine topics and asked to indicate the topics
they teach. Tables 15 to 20 give a summary of the responses obtained.
Tables 15, 16 and 17 deal with electricity while Tables 18, 19 and 20
are concerned with electronics.
Table 15 gives the number of teachers teaching each electricity
topic, the number of teachers not teaching it, and the number of teachers
who failed to give a response to that particular item. The percentages
are based on 179 questionnaires analyzed. One questionnaire (out of 180
questionnaires returned) could not be used as it was incorrectly filled
out. The decision to use 179 In calculating the percentages for each
item, rather than the actual number who checked "taught" or "not taught"
was taken because it is believed that It would present a truer picture
of the situation. While it is not possible to say why no response was
made, it has been observed that the items with the highest number of
"no response" are also the ones that were less frequently taught. Per
haps the teacher could not decide whether he was teaching the topic or
not.
The items that are most frequently taught are given in Table 16.
Table I6 contains all the topics In electricity that are taught by 50
percent or more of the teachers surveyed. The most commonly taught
topics are sources of electricity, and electrical circuits each taught
by 177 out of 179 teachers. This represents 98.9 percent. Only three
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Table 16. More frequently taught electricity topics
Topic item Number teaching Percentage
Sources of electricity 177 98.9
Electrical circuits - series, parallel,
series-parallel 177 98«9
Electrical safety 176 98.3
Units of electrical measurement 171 95.5
Magnetism - laws and basic concepts 171 95-5
Schematic diagrams of electrical
ci rcuits 168 93«9
Nature of electricity and static
electricity 167 93.3
Resistors - materials, circuit design
color code 167 93.3
Direct current measurement, use of
voltmeter, ohmmeter and ammeter 166 92.7
Transformers - characteristics and
use 162 90.5
Job opportunities in electricity-
electronics l49 83.2
Effects of current flow-thermal,
luminous, chemical and magnetic \k7 82.1
Capacitors - types, circuit design,
capacitance and capacitive reactance ]4l 78.8
Inductors - kinds, circuit design
and inductance 135 75.^
Electrical wiring - residential 135 73.7
DC generators - operation, classifi
cation and characteristics 128 71.5
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Table 16, Continued
Topic item Number teaching percentage
Hints on purchasing electrical
products i23 68=7
Alternating current - sine wavej
value of AC voltage, vector
analysis 122 68,2
History and development of electricity-
electronics 121 67.6
DC motors - operation, classification
and characteristics 120 67.0
AC motors - classification and
characteristics 113 63.1
AC generators - classification
single phase, poly phase ]06 59.2
Resonance 98 5'*»7
Power distribution - distribution
installations and pole line
construction 9^ 52,5
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teachers were not teaching electrical safety. Units of electrical mea
surement, and magnetism were each taught by 171 teachers or 95.5 percent
Other topics on Table 16 are taught by fewer number of teachers. Power
distribution, the last item in the table, is taught by 9^ teachers or
52.5 percent.
Table 17 shows the items that are taught by less than 50 percent
of the teachers. The least often taught items are automatic controls
(25.1 percent) and motor repair (25o7 percent). Other infrequently
taught topics include: maintenance and repair of measuring equipment
(30.2 percent) electrical wiring - non-residential (31.3 percent) and
transformers - design, trouble shooting and repair (39.1 percent).
Table 17. Less frequently taught electricity topics
Topic item Number teaching Percentage
Automatic controls ^5 25.1
Motor repair if6 25.7
Maintenance and repair of measuring
equ i pment 5^ 30.2
Electrical wiring - non-residential 56 31.1
Transformers - design trouble shooting
and repair 70 39.1
Circuit media - solids, liquids,
gases, vacuum 76 42.5
Appliance maintenance and repair 81 45.3
Use of wattmeters 85 47.5
30
Tables 18^ 19 and 20 present "teaching" data for electronics. In
general fewer teachers teach electronics topics than electricity topics.
This is reflected In the fact that the most often taught topic in elec
tronics is taught by 116 teachers (64.8 percent) as compared to 177
teachers (98.9 percent) in electricity. Table 18 shows the number of
teachers teaching each topic in electronics, the number of teachers not
teaching It, and the number of teachers who failed to give any response.
The various percentages are calculated out of 179 questionnaires analyzed.
In Table 19 the most frequently taught topics are given. Transistors-
basic is taught by 116 teachers (64,8 percent), wiring of electronics
circuits Is taught by 109 teachers (60.9 percent) and power supplies -
circuits, rectification, filters, regulators, transformers, Is taught
by 108 teachers or 60,3 percent. Table 19 includes only topics that are
taught by more than 25 percent of electricity-electronics teachers.
Table 20 gives the topics that are taught by less than 25 percent
of the teachers surveyed. The least often taught items are avionics
(2,2 percent), nuclear electronics (2.8 percent) and numerical machine
control (2.8 percent). Other Infrequently taught topics Include com
puters - semi conductor switching (5.6 percent) and electrical discharge
machine (6,1 percent).
Tables 21 to 26 give the degree of importance of electricity-
electronics topics as rated by electricity-electronics teachers. Re
sponding teachers were asked to rate fifty nine topics on how important
they considered each topic to be. Ratings were 1, 2 and 3. A rating
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Table 19. More frequently taught electronics topics
Topi c i tem Number teaching
Percentage
Transistors - basis 116
6^1.8
Wiring of electronic circuits 109 60.9
Power supplies - circuits, rectification,
filters, regulators, transformers 108 60,3
Vacuum tubes - elements, different kinds
of tubes 106
59.2
Comparison of tubes and transistors 105 58.7
Amplification - voltage, power, classes
of amplifiers 100 55o9
Electronic communication - transmitting
and receiving 95 53.1
Introduction to radio design and
operation 91 50.8
Oscillators - principles of operation
and different types 79 kk.]
Radio trouble shooting and repair 72 40.2
Speaker systems 65 36.3
Mi crophones 6k 35-8
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Table 20. Less frequently taught electronics topics
Topic item Number teaching Percentage
Avionics ^ 2.2
Nuclear electronics 5 2,8
Numerical machine control 5 2,8
Computers - binomial systems 8 4,5
Computers - semi conductor switching 10 5»6
Electrical discharge machine 11 6,1
Computers - use and basic operation 14 7*8
Lasers - definition, manufacture and
applications 15 8.4
Color TV 16 8.9
Industrial electronics - basis
systems and controls 28 15«6
Ham radio - citizens band, short wave 28 15.6
Black and white TV 37 20.7
Integrated circuits 37 20,7
FM radio 38 21.2
Stereo effect - record chargers,
tape recorders 38 21,2
36
of 1 means that the teacher considered the item unimportant and felt
that his students require little or no knowledge of the topic item in
volved. A rating of 2 indicates that the teacher considered the item
desirable and felt that students should have some knowledge of the area.
A rating of 3 indicates that the item is essential and should be taught
to al1 students.
Table 22 shows topics in electricity that received a higher number
of "essential" rating than either "desirable" or "unimportant". The
item most frequently listed as essential Is electrical safety. One
hundred sixty-nine teachers or 9^.^ percent considered it essential,
five teachers felt it was desirable and only one teacher considered it
unimportant. Electrical circuits - series, parallel, series - parallel
was considered essential by 155 teachers (86,6 percent) desirable by 15
teachers and unimportant by one teacher. Direct current measurement -
use of voltmeter, ohmmeter and ammeter, was rated essential by 148
teachers (82,7 percent), desirable by 17 teachers and unimportant by
three teachers.
History and development of electricity-electronics and hints on
purchasing electrical products each received very high ratings as "desir
able". While only 19 teachers and 46 teachers respectively considered
them essential, as many as 103 teachers and 108 teachers respectively
considered them desirable,
A comparison of Tables 16 and 22 reveals that Items taught more
often are also the ones that are frequently considered essential. How
ever, the relationship is not very high. For Instance, while electrical
37
Table 21, Degree of importance of electricity topics as rated by
electricity-electronics teachers
Topic item
1
Rati ng
2 3
History and development of electricity-
electroni cs 52 103 19
Job opportunities in electricity-electronics k 75 92
Hints on purchasing electrical products 13 108 46
Electrical safety 1 5 169
Nature of electricity and static electricity 8 63 iOO
Sources of electricity 3 ^7 124
Magnetism - laws and basic concepts 3 34 133
Effects of current flow - thermal^ luminous,
chemical and magnetic 9 61 88
Units of electrical measurement k 19 145
Electrical circuits - series, parallel,
series - parallei 1 15 155
Schematic diagrams of electrical circuits k 31 134
Circuit media - solids, liquids^ gases
and vacuum 26 80 38
Direct current measurement
use of voltmeter, ohmmeter and ammeter 3 17 148
Use of wattmeter 25 66 48
Maintenance and repair of measuring
equipment 31 21 34
Alternating current - sine wave, value of
AC voltage, vector analysis 56 78
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Table 21, Continued
Topic item 1
Rat i ng
2 3
Transformers - characteristics and use 8 52 108
Transformers - design, trouble-shooting
and repair 26 68 kz
Inductors - kinds, circuit design and
i nductance 11 58 87
Capacitance - types, circuit design,
capacitance and capacitive reactance 13 47 28
Resistors - materials, circuit design,
color code 6 31 128
Resonance 17 63 58
Power distribution - distribution
installations and pole line construction 37 69 ko
Electrical wiring - residential 13 60 83
Electrical wiring - non-residential 67 32 49
Appliance maintenance and repair 18 85 37
Automatic controls 32 21 14
DC generators - operation, classification
and characteristics 13 80 52
DC motors - operation, classification
and characteri st1cs 8J_ 51
AC generators - classification, single
phase, poly phase 15 82 48
AC motors - classification and
characteri sties 13 80 53
Motor repair 2k 31
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Table 21. Conti nued
Rating
Topic item ^ 2 3
Rating scale;
1 - Unimportant
2 - Desi rable
3 - Essential
Rating most often listed is underscored
ko
Table 22, Topics in electricity very often checked as essential by
electricity-electronics teachers
Topic Item
N
Essential
%
Electrical safety 169 94,4
Electrical circuits - series, parallel,
series - parallei 155 86,6
Direct current measuremento
Use of voltmeter, ohmneter and arrmeter 148 82.7
ijnits of electrical measurement 145
o
•
00
Schematic diagrams of electrical circuits 134 74,9
Magnetism - laws and basic concepts 133 74.3
Resistors - materials, circuit design,
color code 128 7K5
Sources of electricity 124 69.3
Transformers - characteristics and use lOS 60.3
Nature of electricity and static electricity 100 55.9
Capacitance - types, circuit design,
capacitance and capacitive reactance 98 54.7
Job opportunities In electricity-electronics 92 51.4
Effects of current flow - thermal, luminous,
chemical and magnetic 88 49,2
Inductors - kinds, circuit design and
i nductance 87 48.6
Electrical wiring - residential 83 46.4
Alternating current - sine wave, value
of AC voltage, vector analysis 78 43.6
Percentage is based on 179 questionnaires analyzed.
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safety is the item most often rated as essential (Table 22), it ranks
below sources of electricity and electrical circuits in the list of
topics most often taught (Table l6)o Also, sources of electricity which
is taught by 177 teachers (9S.9 percent) is rated as essential by only
]2k teachers (69,3 percent) and ranks below seven other topics.
Table 23 presents those topics which were rated unimportant by 20
or more electricity-electronics teachers. The item receiving the highest
"unimportant" rating is electrical wiring - non-resident Ial. Sixty seven
teachers (37.4 percent) considered it unimportant^ Other items receiving
high "unimportant" ratings are history and development of electricity-
electronics (29«1 percent), power distribution - distribution installa
tions and pole line construction (20,7 percent), automatic controls
(17.9 percent), and maintenance and repair of measuring equipment (17.3
percent),
There is some similarity between the responses recorded in Tables 17
and 23. The topics less frequently taught are often the same ones that are
considered unimportant. However, it should be noted that while automatic
controls (25.1 percent), motor repair (25.7 percent) and maintenance and
repair of measuring equipment (30.2 percent) are the least often taught top
ics, electrical wiring - non-residential, history and development of elec
tricity-electronics, and power distribution - distribution Installations and
pole line construction, are the topics most often rated as unimportant.
Table 2k gives the degree of importance of electronics topics as
rated by electricity-electronics teachers. The same rating scale was
used for both electricity and electronics. In general, the ratings for
k2
Table 23, Topics in electricity rated unimportant by twenty or more
electricity-electronics teachers
Topic item
N
Unimportant
%
Electrical wiring - non-residential 67 37.4
History and development of electricity-
elect roni cs 52 29-i
Power distribution - distribution
installations and pole line construction 37 20,7
Automatic controls 32 17.9
Maintenance and repair of measuring
equipment 31 17,3
Transformers - design, trouble shooting
and repai r 26 14.5
Circuit media - solids, liquids, gases
and vacuum 26 14.5
Use of wattmeter 25 14.0
Motor repai r 2k 13.4
^3
Table 24, Degree of importance of electronics topics as rated by
electric]ty-electronics instructors
Topic item
1
Rat i ng
2 3
Vacuum tubes - elements, different
kinds of tubes 18 65 57
Transistors - basic 8 52 85
Comparison of tubes and transistors ]k 56 Z£
Electronic communication - transmitting
and receiving 16 GG 55
Ham radio - citizens band, short wave 43 54 16
Introduction to radio design and operation 14 66 55
Radio trouble shooting and repair 16 62 49
Power supplies - circuits, rectification,
filters, regulators, transformers 10 56 ih.
Amplification - voltage, power, classes of
ampii flers 11 59 66
Oscillators - principles of operation and
different types 12 68 44
Black and white T,V, 27 63 20
Color TV 29 59 16
FM radio 22 21 19
Stereo effect - record changers, tape
recorders 26 Gk 19
Microphones 26 SG 22
Speaker systems 25 64 • 28
Wiring electronic circuits 14 49
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Table 24, Continued
Rati ng
Topic item 1 2 3
Industrial electronics «- basic systems
28 55and controls 19
Computers - use and basic operation 31 50 20
Computers - binomial systems 39 45 16
Computers - semi conductor switching 35 18
Integrated circuits 29 58 29
Lasers - definition, manufacture and
applications 40 55 12
Avioni cs 43 43 9
Nuclear electronics 46 fiZ 8
Electrical discharge machine 52 44 7
Numerical machine control 46 45 9
Rating scale
1 - unimportant
2 - desi rable
3 - essential
Rating nwst often listed is underscored.
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electronics were lower than the ratings for electricity. Only 9 topics
were rated as essential by more than 25 percent of the teachers. The
item most often rated as essential is transistors^ Eighty-five teachers
or 47.5 percent considered it essential^ 52 teachers felt it was desirable
and 18 teachers considered It unimportant. Power supplies - circuits,
rectification, filters, regulators, transformers^ was considered essential
by Ih teachers (41.3 percent), desirable by 56 teachers and unimportant
by 10 teachers. Comparison of tubes and transistors was considered
essential by 70 teachers (39J percent), desirable by 56 teachers and
unimportant by 14 teachers. Wiring electronics circuits and amplification-
voltage, power, classes of amplifiers, also received more ratings as
"essential" than as either "desirable" or "unimportant". Table 25 shows
all electronics topics which were rated essential by more than 25 percent
of the teachers surveyed,
A comparison of Tables 19 and 25 reveals that items taught by many
teachers are often the ones considered important. The first six topics
in Table 19 are also the six highest-ranked Items In Table 25« However,
the order is changed. Only transistors retains Its position as both the
most often taught Item (Table 19) and the topic most often rated essential
(Table 25). Wiring of electronic circuits is second in Table 19, but
ranks fourth in Table 25.
Table 26 contains topics which were rated unimportant by 20 or more
electricity-electronics teachers. The item receiving the highest number
of ratings as unimportant Is electrical discharge machine. Fifty-two
i^6
Table 25. Topics in electronics very often
electrici ty-electronics teachers
checked as essential by
Topic item
Essent i al
N %
Transistors - basic 85 47.5
Power supplies •" circuits, retification^
filters, regulators, transformers 74 41.3
Comparison of tubes and transistors 70 39.1
Wiring electronic circuits 69 38-5
Amplification - voltage, power,
classes of amplifiers 66 36.9
Vacuum tubes - elements, different
kinds of tubes 57 31.8
Introduction to radio design and
ope rat i on 55 30,7
Electronic communication - transmitting
and receiving 55 30.7
Radio trouble shooting and repair 49 n.k
percentage is based on 179 questionnaires analyzed
^7
Table 26, Topics in electronics rated unimportant by twenty or more
electricity-electronics teachers
Topic item
Essenti al
N %
Electrical discharge machine 52 29.1
Numerical machine control 46 25.7
Nuclear electronics 46 25,7
Avionics 24.0
Ham radio - citizens band, short wave ^3 24.0
Lasers - definition, manufacture and
appli cati ons 40 22.3
Computers - binomial systems 39 21,8
Computers - semi conductor switching 35 19,6
Computers - use and basic operation 31 17.3
Integrated circuits 29 16,2
Color TV 29 16,2
Industrial electronics - basic systems
and controls 28 15.6
Black and white TV 27
Stereo effect - record changers
tape recorders 26 1^-5
Mi crophones 26 14.5
Speaker systems 25 14.0
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teachers (29.1 percent), considered it unimportant. Other items receiving
high "unimportant" ratings are numerical machine control (25.7 percent),
nuclear electronics (25.7 percent), avionics (2if.O percent), ham radio-
citizens band, short wave (2if,0 percent) and lasers - definition, manu
facture and applications (22,3 percent).
Tables 20 and 26 have several topics in common. Topics which are
very infrequently taught are often the topics that are most often rated
unimportant. However, electrical discharge machine which is rated un
important by more teachers than any other topic (Table 26) is taught
more often than avionics, nuclear electronics and numerical machine con
trol.
Tables 27 and 28 give some indication as to why some important topics
are not taught by electricity-electronics teachers. In designing the
questionnaire used for this study it was felt that some electricity-elec-
tronics teachers may not be teaching some topics they consider important.
An attempt was therefore made to find out the major reasons responsible
for their decisions. Four reasons were provided on the questionnaire and
electricity-electronics teachers were asked to indicate the major reason
why they are not teaching any topic which they rated essential or de
sirable. The four alternative reasons were: (i) 1acl< of equipment or
funds, (ii) lack of sufficient technical knowledge on the part of the
teacher, (iii) lack of students' interest and (iv) lack of time.
As this last section of the questionnaire was to be completed only
in respect of items which are not being taught but which are rated
^9
Table 27. Reasons why some important electricity topics are not being
taught by electricity-electronics teachers
Number of teachers giving
Topic item reason
E K I T
History and development of
electricity-electronics 1 0 JLl
Job opportunities in electricity-
electronics 0 4 5
Hints on purchasing electrical
products 2 2Z 6 12
Electricity safety 0 0 0 0
Nature of electricity and
static electricity 0 0 1^
Sources of electricity 0 0 0^
Magnetism - laws and basic concepts 0 0 0 4
Effects of current flow - thermal,
luminous, chemical and magnetic 2 2. ^ Z
Units of electrical measurement 0 0 0 J_
Electric circuits - series, parallel,
series - parallel 0 ^ J. X
Schematic diagrams of electric circuits 111^
Circuit media - solids, liquids, gases,
vacuum 13 ^ 2 17
Direct current measurement, use of
voltmeter, ohmmeter and ammeter 0 0 1
Use of wattmeter ^7 ^ 2 9
Maintenance and repair of measuring
equipment 16 18 4 33^
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Table 27* Continued
Topic item
Number of teachers giving
each reason
E K I T
Alternating current - sine wave, value
of AC voltage, vector analysis 5 H
Transformers - characteristics and use 1 1
Transformers - design, trouble-shooting,
and repai r 16 14
Inductors - kinds, circuit design and
inductance ^ §.
Capacitor - types, circuit design,
capacitance and capacitive reactance 3 Z
Resistors - materials, circuit design,
color code 0 3.
Resonance '0 18
Power distribution - distribution
installations and pole line
construction 6 9
Electrical wiring - residential 6 4
Electrical wiring - non-residential \k 11
Appliance maintenance and repair 13 10
Automatic controls 21 21
DC generators - operation,
classification and characteristics 5 5
AC generators - classification
single phase, poly phase 12 4
DC motors - operation, classification
and characteristics 8 6
7
k
22
6
6
3
17
23
11
ii
iiL
ii
14
51
Table 27. Continued
Topic Item
Number of teachers giving
each reason
E K I T
AC motors - classification and
character!st ics
Motor repair
8
22
Key to Reasons
E - Lack of equipment or funds
K - Lack of sufficient technical knowledge on the part
of the teacher
I " Lack of students Interest
T - Lack of time
Reason most often given for each Item Is underscored.
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Table 28, Reasons why some important electronics topics are not being
taught by electricity-electronics teachers
Topic item
Number
E
• of
each
K
teachers
reason
1
giving
T
Vacuum tubes - elements, different
kinds of tubes k 9 2 14
Transistors - basic 5 11 2 15
Comparison of tubes and transistors 5 11 3 16
Electronic communication - transmitting
and receiving 6 10 3 20
Ham radio - citizens band - short wave 17 22 6 29
Introduction to radio design and
operat ion 6 15 2 2k
Radio trouble shooting and repair 6 18 1 28
Power supplies - circuits, rectification,
filters, regulators, transformers 5 9 1 _18
Amplification - voltage, power,
classes amplifiers 7 15 1 11
Oscillators - principles of operation
and different types 7 13 1 2k
Black and white TV 12 19 0 2k
Color TV 18 21 0 28
FM radio 11 19 0 32
Stereo effect - record changers,
tape recorders \k 19 0 32
Mi crophones 9 13 3 32
Speaker systems 10 12 0 31
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Table 28, Continued
Topic item
Numbei
E
r of
each
K
teachers
reason
1
givi ng
T
Wiring of electronic circuits 6 12 0 13
Industrial electronics - basic systems
and controls ]k 21 1 26
Computers - use and basic operation 21 21 3 2Z
Computers - binomial systems 18 25 2 IZ
Computers - semi conductor
sw!tch i ng 16 28 3 25
Integrated circuits 14 26 1 21
Lasers - definition, manufacture
and appli cat ions 13 27 k 21
Avionics 12 35 5 25
Nuclear electronics 11 35 3 25
Electrical discharge machine 13 2Z 2 2k
Numerical machine control 14 2 25
Key to Reasons
E - Lack of equipment or funds
K - Lack of sufficient technical
of the teacher
knowledge on the part
I - Lack of students' interest
T - Lack of t ime
Reason most often given for each item is underscored
5^
essential or desirable, it follows that all items did not receive equal
number of checks. Items which were taught by almost all the teachers
received fewer checks than items which were taught by only a few teech-
ers.
Table 27 shows the reasons why some important electricity topics
are not being taught. For each item the reason most frequently given
is underscored. Lack of equipment and funds had the highest frequency
only in two items. The items were (i) direct current measurement - use
of voltmeter, ohmmeter and ammeter, and (ii) use of the wattmeter. Lack
of sufficient technical knowledge on the part of the teacher occurred as
the major reason in the following items: (i) hints on purchasing elec
trical products, (ii) circuit media - solids, liquids, gases, vacuum,
(iii) alternating current - sine wave, value of AC voltage, vector
analysis, (Iv) capacitors - types, circuit design, capacitance and
capacitive reactance and (v) resonance. Only in one topic did lack of
students' interest receive more checks than any other reason. This
topic is history and development of electricity-electronics. Apparently
most students would find it boring.
The reason for not teaching, that had the highest frequency in the
majority of topics is lack of time. This reason had the highest number
of checks in 19 out of a total of 32 topics. For some topics two reasons
had equal number of checks. Lack of knowledge on the part of the teacher
and lack of time, each received seven checks and were the two most
frequently given reasons why effects of current flow is not taught.
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Equal number of teachers also gave lack of knowledge and lack of time as
the major reasons why they were not teaching inductors and resistors.
In general, lack of time was the most frequently given reason
followed by lack of technical knowledge on the part of the teacher^ and
lack of equipment and funds. Lack of students' interest ranks as the
least important reason.
Table 28 gives the reasons why some important electronics topics
are not being taught by electricity-electronics teachers. The reason
most frequently given for each topic is underscored. Lack of equipment
and funds and lack of students' interest were checked considerably less
often than the other two reasons and did not have the highest frequency
in any topic. Lack of time is easily the most important reason and had
the highest frequency in 20 out of a total of 27 topics. Lack of suffi
cient technical knowledge on the part of the teacher was given as the
major reason why the following advanced topics are not being taught;
(i) computers - semi conductor switching, (ii) integrated circuits,
(iii) lasers - definition, manufacture and applications, (iv) avionics,
(v) nuclear electronics, (vi) electrical discharge machine and (vii)
numerical machine control.
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CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate industrial arts elec-
tricity-electronics programs in Iowa high schools. This attempt to pro
vide a comprehensive perspective of industrial arts offerings in elec
tricity-electronics is justified by the increasing number of electrical
and electronic goods and devices found both in industry and in the home«
This study was concerned with two major aspects of the electricity-
electronics program; the teachers, and the technical content taught.
General information was gathered from electricity-electronics teachers
on their college preparation, industrial experience and technical com
petency. Data were also gathered on the technical content the teachers
teach, the topics they consider important and their reasons for not
teaching some topics which they considered important.
The Electricity-Electronics Teacher
In this study the inadequacy of the college experiences in electric
ity-electronics given to electricity-electronics teachers was clearly
revealed. In a question designed to provide information on this, the
teachers were asked to rate their college preparation in relation to the
courses they now teach in electricity-electronics. Over half the total
number considered their college preparation either inadequate or very
Inadequate.
The teachers were further asked to explain in what respect their
training was deficient. Many indicated that they had had very little
practical application. Some regretted the fact that they had only very
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few credits in electricity-electronics and felt tiiey would be better off
if they had taken some more courses, A number of teachers had taken no
courses in electricity-electronics, although a few of them were exposed
to electricity-electronics through physics. Several teachers had taken
no courses whatsoever in electronics. Many teachers complained that the
courses they had taken in electricity-electronics were too elementary,
did not have enough depth and did not involve the making of projects or
the use of test equipment. Many teachers who had left college a long
time ago spoke of very inadequate facilities, small laboratory space
and little emphasis on electronics during their college years.
Fortunately many electricity-electronics teachers had been able to
obtain some training in other places to supplement their college prepara
tion, When teachers were asked to rate themselves on their present level
of technical competency, the rating showed a higher conception of them
selves than one would expect from their criticism of their college prep
aration. Obviously many had been able to improve their knowledge and
skill through further college courses, industrial training, workshop
courses and correspondence courses. Others merely improved as they
taught their students. Over half the teachers had also had more than
one year of Industrial experience and 23 teachers felt their industrial
experience had made a very great contribution to their knowledge of elec-
tri ci ty-electroni cs.
It is the author's observation that Industrial education departments
should reexamine their programs to ensure that sufficient number of courses
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are offered in electricity-electronics. Adequate facilities should be
available and every effort made to develop in the teacher as much skill
and knowledge as he would need to do his work efficiently. We cannot
rely on him to pick up his skill and knowledge from diverse sources
later. As the level of electricity-electronics offered in high schools
rises industrial arts teachers should accordingly be trained to cope with
new situation® New and irnportant areas of electricity-electronics
should not be ignored. While college programs in electricity-electronics
may have improved considerably since the teachers reported here left
college, it should not be forgotten that 30.56 percent of the teachers
graduated from college less than five years ago#
Technical Content in High School Electricity-Electronics
Electricity-electronics courses cover a wide range of topics in
cluding basic areas like sources of electricity and more advanced topics
like avionics. The number of teachers teaching the various topics vary.
Some topics are taught by almost all the teachers while others are taught
by only a handful of teachers. The more basic the topic the larger the
number of teachers who are teaching such topics.
There is no doubt that all the teachers did not teach each topic to
the same depth. For inclusion on the questionnaire some topics were di
vided into basic and more advanced aspects. Often teachers who were
teaching the basic aspect were not teaching the more advanced aspect. An
interesting, but rather unexpected finding was the failure of some teachers
to indicate whether they were teaching certain topics or not. Topics for
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which many teachers failed to give a response were often the same topics
that were taught by fewer number of teachers. It is the opinion of the
author that teachers failed to give a response in cases where their
teaching was only marginal and lies between "taught" and "not taught".
We can therefore assume that those who checked each topic as "taught"
were actually teaching the topic to a reasonable industrial arts level.
The large number of topics taught indicates the need for a wide
knowledge on the part of the teacher. Electricity topics were in general
more often taught than electronics topics, and failure to teach electronics
were, in many cases, attributed to lack of time and lack of knowledge.
Some teachers explained that their schools offered only a one semester
course. Obviously the shorter the time the less the amount that can be
covered with thoroughness.
Many teachers did not have enough knowledge of electronics to teach
it. It is surprising the number of teachers who mentioned electronics
as the weakest point in their college preparation. Teachers can increase
their knowledge after they have left college, but a strong foundation in
college makes further learning easier and more enjoyable. Industrial
education departments should therefore give some attention to their
electronics programs. Summer courses should be offered to electricity-
electronics teachers who have left college but who need to keep informed
of modern technological progress in the field of electronics.
Electricity-electronics teachers were asked to indicate the topics
they considered essential, desirable and unimportant. This was necessary
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in order to provide further information on which the needs of electricity-
electronics teachers could be assessed^ The fact that a teacher was not
teaching a certain topic does not really tell us what he felt about it<,
It is possible that he was unable to teach it for various other reasons
other than a feeling that it was not important# He might consider the
topic important but be unable to teach it because he lacked the knowledge,
equipment or time* The rating "essential", desirable" and "unimportant"
help reveal how the teacher really felt about the topic.
Some teachers failed to rate certain Items either because they were
not teaching them or because they could not fully understand vrfiat the
topics enbody. Because of this, mean ratings for each topic could not
be given. We cannot assume that those who failed to rate some items
considered the items of no importance whatsoever, and finding the mean
without taking them into consideration will present a biased result.
However, the reporting of the number of ratings of "unimportant", desir
able" and "essential" given to each topic and the underscoring of the
most frequently listed rating gives an idea of the relative importance
of the items, and enables a comparison between items based on the 1/9
teachers whose section II of the questionnaire were analyzed.
The topics having the highest number of ratings as "desirable" or
"essential" are the ones industrial education departments should pay
particular attention to in organizing their courses. In fact only four
topics were rated "unimportant" by more teachers than as either "desirable"
or "essential". Those topics were (I) electrical wiring - non-residential
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(ii) avionics (ili) electrical discharge machine and (iv) numerical
machine control. This leaves 55 other topics that most teachers con
sidered either desirable or essential.
It was noted that many of the teachers who considered some topics
desirable or essential were not teaching these topics. Teachers were
required to give the major reasons why they were not teaching some topics
which they considered Important, The most commonly given reason was lack
of time. Lack of sufficient technical knowledge on the part of the teach
er came second In frequency. This indicates that Insplte of the industrial
experience and further training which electricity-electronics teachers
have had they still lack certain skills and knowledge required for teach
ing electricity-electronics topics recommended to be taught by the Iowa
Department of Public Instruction,
Some of the areas for which knowledge appeared as the major reason
do not seem to be very advanced. Some of these topics were (I) hints on
purchasing electrical products, (il) effects of current flow, (ill) circuit
media, (iv) alternating current, (v) inductance, (vl) capacitance and
(vii) resonance. This lack of knowledge in basic areas is certainly un
desirable and needs to be remedied.
In electronics the topics that were usually not taught for lack of
knowledge are more advanced and include computers, integrated circuits,
lasers, avionics, nuclear electronics, electrical discharge machine and
numerical machine control.
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to determine the technical content
taught in industrial arts electricity-electronics programs in Iowa high
schools, as well as the teachers educational background and technical
competency.
The specific objectives were:
1. To obtain general information on the age, number of years of
teaching experience, college attended and industrial experience
of industrial arts electricity-electronics teachers,
2. To ascertain the various topics taught in electricity-electronics
In Iowa high schools#
3. To discover what topics teachers of electricity-electronics con
sider important and why some apparently important topics are
not being taught,
4. To find out to what extent teachers of electricity-electronics
consider their preparation in college as adequate for teaching
the technical areas they now teach.
5. To have each teacher rate himself on his present level of techni
cal competency in relation to the courses he now teaches
It was assumed:
(i) that electricity-electronics is an important industrial arts
subject and deserves more emphasis in the preparation of in
dustrial arts teachers,
(ii) that information on industrial arts teachers and industrial arts
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programs in electricity-electronics would be of value to in
dustrial education departments in reappraising their programs
to ensure that the future electricity-electronics teacher is
more adequately prepared to teach this important and rapidly
expanding area of knowledge.
Very few studies have been done on electricity-electronics in Iowa
high schools. Fox's (^) study in I96I showed an increasing interest in
electricity. Miller (6), Anderson (1), Schnlrring (8), Patch (7) and
Buegel (2) conducted studies on industrial arts programs in Iowa high
schools between 19^6 and 1971. Their findings revealed an increase in
the proportion of schools offering electricity-electronics, but electric-
ity-electronics was still offered by fewer schools than drafting, woodwork
and metal work.
The present study was conducted by means of a mailed questionnaire.
The mailing list consisted of all teachers in Iowa high schools who teach
one or more courses In electricity-electronics. Two hundred and three
teachers received the questionnaire and a total of I80 questionnaire were
returned within a period of five weeks.
The following statements summarize some of the most important
findings obtained.
1. Of the sample of electricity-electronics teachers surveyed, 11.11
percent were under the age of 25, ^8,33 percent were between 25
and 3^, 26.11 percent were In the age group 35 to 44 and
percent were kS years or more,
2. Almost one out of every three teachers had less than five years
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of teaching experience, 28,89 percent had five to nine years of
teaching experience and 16 teachers or 8,89 percent had twenty
or more years of teaching experience.
3. With regard to length of time since graduation from college,
30.56 percent of electricity-electronics teachers graduated from
college five to nine years ago and percent graduated 20 or
more years ago.
k. Electricity-electronics teachers obtained their undergraduate
education from various colleges in Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota
and Illinois, The colleges that contributed the largest number
of teachers are University of Northern Iowa, 42; Iowa State
University, 29; Northwest Missouri State University, 17; and
Northeast Missouri State University, 17.
5. Of the schools offering courses in electricity-electronics, 27.91
percent had an A.D.A, of less than 300, 22,67 had an A.D.A. of
300 to 449 and 22,67 had an A.D.A, of 750 or over.
6, The average number of students enrolled in electricity-electronics
per school ranged from 16.08 for schools with A,D,A. of less than
300, to 73.95 for schools with an A.D.A. of 750 or over.
7. Electricity-electronics was taught in each of grades 7 to 12, but
many more schools taught electricity-electronics in the higher
grades than in the lower grades. As much as 73.84 percent taught
electricity-electronics in grade 12 while 72.09 percent taught it
in grade 11,
8, Schools offering courses in electricity-electronics offered courses
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in an average of four other Industrial arts aieas. Drafting
was taught by 98.24 percent, woodwork by Sk^\S percent, metal
work by 9^,19 percent and auto mechanics by 73.26 percent of
the school.
9, Over half the teachers surveyed rated their college preparation
as very inadequate or inadequate in relation to the courses they
now teach in electricity-electronics. Only 19 teachers thought
their college preparation was quite adequate.
10. Several reasons were given for the inadequacy of college prepara
tion. The ones most often given were lack of depth, very few
credits in electricity-electronics, no courses in electronics,
no practical application, no projects, no instruction in the
use of test equipment, very inadequate facilities and small
laboratory space.
11. Data gathered indicated that percent of the teachers either
had no industrial experience or had less than one year of Industri
al experience; 4l.ll percent had 1-4 years industrial experience
and 14.44 percent had five or more years of industrial experience.
12. Most of those who had more than one year of industrial experience
indicated that their industrial experience had made some contri
bution or very great contribution to their knowledge of electric
ity-electronics.
13. Eighty five electricity-electronics teachers had taken no further
courses since they left college, 36 teachers had taken some fur
ther college courses, 12 teachers had had industrial training.
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43 teachers had had workshop courses, and 3^ teachers had taken
some other courses mainly correspondence courses and experiences
in the armed forces,
14. With regard to technical competence, 41,11 percent of the elec
tricity-electronics teachers rated themselves as having some
technical competency in the courses they teach, ^5.56 rated
themselves as having much competency, and 6.67 percent rated
themselves as having very great competency,
15. All the 59 topics presented to electricity-electronics teachers,
were taught by some teachers. The more basic a topic is, the
more the number of teachers teaching it. Sources of electricity,
electrical circuits and electrical safety were taught by the
greatest number of teachers. On the other hand advanced topics
in electronics such as avionics, nuclear electronics and elec
trical discharge machine were less often taught.
16. Teachers were asked to rate electricity-electronics topics as
"essential", "desirable" or "unimportant". Most teachers rated
most topics as essential or desirable. Only four topics had
more ratings as "unimportant" than as either "desirable" or
"essential". Those topics were electrical wiring - non-residen
tial, avionics, electrical discharge machine and numerical
machine control,
17. Many teachers were not teaching some topics which they considered
desirable or essential. The reasons most often given were lack
of time and lack of knowledge. Lack of time because only a short
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course was offered in electricity-electronics, and lack of
knowledge because the teacher lacked the basic knowledge re
quired to teach each topic In question.
On the basis of the findings the following recommendations are made,
1, Greater consideration should be given to electricity-electronics
in designing industrial arts curricula for teacher preparation.
In general a greater depth in electricity should be aimed at,
2, Courses offered should cover and go beyond what the electricity-
electronics teacher would expect to teach in the high school.
This would provide a knowledge foundation for more advanced and
continued education.
3, Courses in electricity-electronics should include sufficient
practical application of theoretical principles, and Involve
projects and adequate use of test equipment.
4, Summer courses or other means should be devised to help elec-
triclty-electronlcs teachers whose present level of skill or
knowledge Is Inadequate.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine the status of industrial
arts electricity-electronics programs in Iowa high schools. The research
er was interested in finding out what Is taught in electricity-electronics
and the level of knowledge^ technical competency and experience of the
teachers.
Information was obtained by means of a mailed questionnaire, Ques
tionnaires were sent to all electricity-electronics teachers in the high
schools of Iowa.
The study showed that more than half the teachers surveyed were dis
satisfied with their college preparation in electricity-electronics and
rated such preparation as either Inadequate or very Inaddquate in rela
tion to the courses they now teach. Areas of weakness In college program
pointed out by teachers Include lack of depth, no courses In electronics,
no practical application, very Inadequate facilities and lack of Instruc
tion in the use of test equipment.
Many teachers had Increased their knowledge and skill since they
left college through further college courses. Industrial courses, indus
trial experience, workshop courses and correspondence courses. However,
lack of sufficient technical knowledge on the part of the teacher stlM
emerged as the second largest reason why some important electricity-
electronics topics were not being taught by electricity-electronics
teachers. The most Important reason was lack of time.
A wide range of topics were taught by electricity-electronics
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teachers. Topics include basic areas like sources of electricity and
more advanced areas such as avionics. The more basic topics were
taught by considerably larger number of teachers than the more advanced
areas.
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
OF SCIENCE AND T E C M N O (. O G V
Ames, Iowa sooio
February 22, 1973
Dear Sir:
I am conducting a study to determine the technical con
tent taught in industrial arts electricity-electronics in
Iowa high schools. This information will be of value to
industrial arts teacher education departments in planning their
own curricula to ensure that the industrial arts teacher is
adequately prepared for teaching this important area of
knowledge.
This study is a major part of my master's degree program
at Iowa State University and is being conducted under the
supervision of the Department of Industrial Education of Iowa
State University.
As an electricity-electronics instructor, your coopera
tion is requested. Please complete and return the enclosed
questionnaire today.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
(5 I'a tnro
Gerald A, Parks
Associate Professor
Offia M. Okoro
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CURRICULUM CONI'ENT IN HIGH SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
ELECTRICITY - ELECTRONICS IN IOWA 
Questionnaire 
PART 1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Please check your appropriate age. 
Under 25 45-54 ------ -----
_____ 25-34 ~~~~~~-55 or over 
__________ 35-44 
2. Check the number of years of teaching experience 
______ Less than 5 
_____ 5-9 
10-14 -----
_____ 15-19 
20 or more -------
3. Number of years since graduation from college 
______ Less than 5 
_____ 5-9 
10-14 -----
15-19 -----
~~~~~~-20 or more 
4. College attended. Please give the name of the college from which you 
obtained your baccalaurea~ degree. 
5. Please circle the grade or grades in which you teach electricity or 
electronics. 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
6. How many students are currently enrolled in electricity and electronics 
in your school?~~~~~~~~-
7. What is the average daily attendance of your school? 
Less than 300 ---------- 600-749 -----
300 - 44 9 ---------- 750 or over -------
______ 450 - 599 
8 . What other industrial arts areas apart from electricity and electronics 
does your school offer? 
Drafting ------
Wood ------
Metal ------
Building Construction -------
______ _:Automechanics 
_______ .Plastics 
_______ Graphic Art 
_______ Others (Please specify) 
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9. Have you had any industrial experience?
^None 5-9 years
than 1 year ^10 years or more
years
10. Did your industrial experience contribute to your knowledge of electricity
and electronics?
No contribution Some contribution
^Very little contribution Very great contribution
11. How many credits did you earn in electricity-electronics in college?
12. Have you had any further training In electricity and/or electronics since
you left college?
Yes _No
If yes, please check one of the following:
College courses Others (Please specify)
Industrial training
Workshop courses
13. In general do you think your training in college was adequate preparation
for the courses you now teach in electricity-electronics?
Very inadequate Quite adequate
Inadequate Extremely adequate
Fairly adequate
Please explain briefly in which aspect the training was deficient.
14. Rate yourself on your present level of technical coii5>etency in the
courses you teach.
1 Little CoTiq)etency ^3 Much Coii5)etency
2 Some Con5>etency 4 Very Jtich Competency
7h
?A'.:'2 II CURRICULUM CONTENT IN ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS
For each of the fifty nirve items listed below, please check as indicated:
A. Check T or NT
T If item is taught by you in your electricity-electronics class
NT If item is not taught
B. Check 3i 2 or 1
3 Essential, if you feel that the students should have a good
knowledge of the topic
2 Desirable, if some knowledge of this area is necessary
1 Unimportant, If little or no knowledge of this area is
requi red
C. Check E, K, I or T
If you rated an Item essential or desirable in B above but are
not teaching it, please indicate the major reason why the topic
Is not being taught.
E Lack of Equipment or funds
K Lack of sufficient technical Knowledge on the part of the
teacher
I Lack of students' Interest
T Lack of Time
Taught or Degree of Reason for
T NT 3 2 11 E K 1
r
T
1. History and Development of
Electricity/Elect roni cs
2. Job Opportunities in Electricity/
Electronics
3. Hints on purchasing electrical
products
k. Electrical Safety
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Taught or Degree of Reason for
T NT 3 2 E K 1 T
5. Nature of electricity, and
static electricity
6. Sources of Electricity
7. Magnet ism-Laws and basic
concepts
8. Effects of current flow-thermal ,
luminous, chemical and magnetic
9. Units of electrical measurement
10. Electric circuits - series,
parallel, series-parallel
11. Schematic diagrams of electric
ci rcults
12. Circuit Media - solids, liquids,
qases. vacuum
13- Direct current measurement. Use
of voltmeter, ohmmeter & ammeter
1^. Use of wattmeter
15. Maintenance and repair of
measuring equipment
16. Alternating current - sine wave,
value of AC Voltage Vector
analysis
17. Transformers - characteristics
and use
18. Transformers - design, trouble
shooting, and repair
19- Inductors - kinds, circuit
design and inductance
20. Capacitors - types, circuit
design, capacitance and
capacitive reactance
21. Resistors - materials, circuit
design, color code
22. Resonance 1
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Taught or Degree of Reason for
not .teacjiing
T NT 3 2 1 E K T
23. Power distribution - dis
tribution installations and
Dole line construction
2k. Electrical wiring-res 1dentlal
25. Electrical Wiring - non-
residential
26, Appliance maintenance and
repai r
27- Automatic controls
28. DC generators - operation,
classification & characteristics
29. DC motors - operation classifi
cation S characteristics
30. AC generators - classification,
sinqle phase, poly phase
31. AC motors - classification and
characteri St 1cs
32. Motor repair
33. Vacuum Tubes - elements,
different kinds of tubes
3^. Transistors - basic
35. Comparison of tubes and
trans i stors
36. Electronic communication -
transmitting & receiving
37. Ham radio - citizens band -
short wave
38. Introduction to radio
design 6 operation
39- Radio trouble shooting
and repa1r
40. Power supplies - circuits,
rectification, filters,
requlators. transformers
41. Amplification - voltage, power,
classes of amplifiers
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Taught or
Not Taught
Degree of Reasons for
not teaching
T NT 3 2 1 E K 1 T
k2. Oscillators - principles of
operation and different types
^3. Black and White T.V.
Color T.V.
^5. FM radio
i|6. Stereo effect - record
changers, tape recorders
47. Microphones
k8. Speaker systems
49. Wiring of electronic
clrcults 1
50. Industrial electronics - basic
systems and controls I
51. Coirputers - use and basic H
operation I
52. Computers - Binomial systems
53. Computers - semi conductor
switching
54. Integrated circuits
55. Lasers - definition, many- Q
facture S applications |
56. Avionics 1
57. Nuclear Electronics 1
58. Electrical discharge machine D
59. Numerical machine control 1
60. Other topics. Please specify U
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
OF SCICNCE AND TCCMNOUOGY
Ames. Iowa 60010
March 20, 1973
Dear Sir:
Some weeks ago a questionnaire on industrial arts
electricity-electronics was sent to you with the re
quest that you should complete and return it. An
examination of returns reveals that your response has
not yet been received. I therefore urge that you take
a few minutes to complete the questionnaire if you
have not already done so. A return envelope is pro
vided for your convenience. Your time is valuable but
few minutes spent on this questionnaire will greatly
contribute to the success of the study.
Sincerely yours,
Gerald A. Parks
Associate Professor
M Ckcnre
Offia M. Okoro
